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DMR Group Base Station

Three-diversity reception: It can improve a base station’s capability to receive signals in different 

directions in a high-density urban area and increase its coverage of fast-moving signals on an 

expressway, thus effectively improving the communication quality. 

Interference detection: The system can automatically detect channel interference and distribute 

channels accordingly to prevent invalid calls. 

Call region restriction: It can effectively balance user load among base stations, thus saving channel 

resources and preventing losses of calls. 

OTAP function: It can quickly set parameters of interphones for the newly-joined personnel, thus 

largely elevating the efficiency. 

PUC Unified Communication Platform

The platform realized vertical connection of command systems of the Ministry of Public Security, 

local Public Security Department, and expressway traffic police. In addition, the unified 

communication scheduling platform incorporated with public security and traffic police forces in 

Hangzhou and nearby regions. This all-around and flexible platform was the security foundation of 

the G20 Summit.

New PD98X

As the latest interphone released by Hytera, its outstanding specifications and technologies 

guarantees multifunctional and reliable communication support for the summit members. 

Mobile Service Station

Hytera designated engineers and customer service team to build mobile service stations for the 

Summit security coverage area, such as the airport, regional expressway, West Lake Rim, and 

Hangzhou International Expo Center. These mobile service stations provided instant 

communication network maintenance service, thus ensuring higher communication reliability.
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Highlights of Hytera Solution
The G20 Summit communication support project is a significant national and international mission 

given to Hytera. As a world leading solution provider of Professional Mobile Radios 

communications, Hytera once again delivered a reliable and trustworthy solution from equipment 

facilitation to field support.

Professional Services and Fast Delivery

When the mission accepted in middle May, Hytera promptly dispatched research and development, 

testing and customer service team together to form up the project team. Thanks to our rich project 

experience, Hytera delivered the qualified project solution by June 15. 

Large Carrying Capacity, High Network Stability 

During the security period of the Hangzhou G20 Summit, the Ministry of Public Security, Hangzhou 

Public Security Department, Airport Public Security Bureau, Expressway Traffic Police and G20 

summit used Hytera DMR digital trunk system to realize integrated communication. The system 

adopted fewer devices to carry bulk calls and decreased the waiting time and queue opportunity. 

When a queue occurs, leaders had a higher priority to use communication resources to give 

important instructions. The system remained stable, high-efficient and accurate during the summit 

and was highly praised by the customer. 
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Nanjing Youth Olympic Games
Hytera DMR Trunking Solutions Provide Communications Support 
for 2th Youth Olympic Games in China 

User
Youth Olympic Games, China

Market segment
Mega Event

Project time
2014

Products
Hytera DMR Trunking Lite System 
DS-6211 Trunking Base Station
PD78X Portable Radio
X1p Portable Radio

PD78XMD78X

DS-6211 

Background

The second Summer Youth Olympic Games was hold from August 16th to 28th 2014 in the city of 

Nanjing, China, referred as Nanjing 2014. 3787 athletes from 204 countries participated in a total of 

28 sports and 222 events, which is one of the largest sports competitions with the most participating 

countries and regions. Xi Jinping, President of the People's Republic of China, attended the Opening 

Ceremony. Mr. Thomas Bach, the IOC President considered this edition of Youth Olympic Games as 

full of innovations and perfect.

To ensure professional and efficient risk-free communication during the period of YOG as well as 

meet the daily needs of policing work, Nanjing Public Security Bureau decided to build DMR digital 

trunking system. Fourteen outdoor base stations, one mobile station, two indoor source base 

stations, eight repeaters and 4600 digital terminals were installed to ensure wireless coverage in all 

venues and main areas of Nanjing city.
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Emergency�disposal�system�

In case of many emergency situations during the event, such as power outages, lightning, 

electromagnetic interference, link problems and etc, Hytera sends professional security personnel 

and develops a detailed emergency disposal system to effectively prevent the various aspects of the 

problems.

Efficient�use�of�channel�and�call�priority

Reasonable set of talking group meets the sudden traffic demand; "Call Priority” ensures some 

important talking groups, like command group, security group, security group, etc, can grab the 

channels to ensure the command smoothly delivered.

GPS�Positioning

During the YOG, location information of all the road police officers on duty, stadium security 

personnel and security vehicles , can be visually displayed in real time on the traffic police command 

center.

Stable�and�reliable�network

During the Youth Olympic, security work is very heavy. Under such a huge traffic pressure, the system 

average call loss rate was 1.14% with high utilization of channel resources

Hytera digital communications solution performs perfect during the Nanjing Youth Olympic. Zero- 

fault operation of DMR trunking system, smooth wireless dispatching, rugged and reliable system 

and terminal products mean Hytera is fully capable of strict requirements for wireless command and 

control in public security. 

Hytera all-round and risk-free solutions
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Transportation

More than 2,000 km urban transit rails worldwide are successfully running mission-critical radio 

communications network built with Hytera expertise.

When we look at transportation as a more encompassing sector, Hytera offers enough flexibility to 

customize solution for different customers like highway, airport, port, etc, following different 

mainstream open protocols.
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